
Intelligent 1341 

Chapter 1341 1341: Surprise Party For Her 

"Mum, Xiao Ming, let's go." The man was embarrassed by the situation. 

"Huh? The pretty Sister will not be going to be my mum?" Baili Ming asked innocently. 

The man became more embarrassed hearing the question. He picked up his daughter. 

"No... But I will find a beautiful mother for you later, okay? Let's enjoy the zoo first." The man said. 

"Okay...." Baili Ming nodded. 

The three of them left the place. 

"What just happen?" Su Xiao was confused. 

"Well..." Yu Qi told Su Xiao what happened. 

Hearing that, Su Xiao burst into laughter. Even Tang Bo Lin and Tang Heng Nue looked at their mother in 

confusion when seeing their mother laugh like that. Then Tang Heng Nue followed her mother laughing 

too. 

Yu Qi became awkward. 

"If Xiao Hui knows about that, how do you think he will react? I can not imagine that. A woman asked 

you to marry her son... " Su Xiao said. 

"Please... I don't want to think about that." Yu Qi shook her head. 

That man was king of vinegar jars. She could not imagine what he would do to her if he knew this. 

After the incident, they started walking around the zoo again, showing the animals to the twin. Tang Bo 

Lin needed to change his diaper. He did not let Yu Qi go. So, Yu Qi also followed them to change his 

diaper. It was late in the evening, they decided to return home. 

They separated ways when they returned home. Yu Qi returned to her room. After being refreshed, she 

got out of the bathroom to see a dress laying down on her bed. 

Besides the dress, there was a note saying her to wear the dress and come out of her room later. 

Yu Qi followed the instruction. She thought her family wanted to give some surprises to her. When she 

got out of her room, a maid was already waiting for her. 

"Young Miss, please follow me." The maid said. 

"Where are we going?" Yu Qi asked. 

"You will see later." The maid did not say much. 

The maid led Yu Qi to the garden. The garden was dark. Usually, there would be some light. And it 

seemed there were a lot of people. Even though it was dark but Yu Qi could see them. It was just she 

could not see who they were. 



But she could clearly guess some of the identities of those people in front of her. She wondered what 

was going on here. 

"Happy Birthday, Yu Qi!!!" 

With the shout, the light lifted up and there were some small explosions. Yu Qi then saw her family and 

friends. Even her friends from the university were also here, Ding Na An, Mei Lilli, and Yun Xiao. 

She also saw Long Hui wearing a black red suit. It was a matching color to her dress. Long Hui stepped 

forward holding a banquet of red roses. 

"Happy Birthday, My Beloved Qi Qi." Long Hui handed over the banquet. 

"So, it is the important work that you say earlier?" Yu Qi joked. 

"Of course, preparing for your birthday is important." Long Hui answered the question in a serious 

mode. 

Feng Yue came and wished 'Happy Birthday to Yu Qi. She then pulled Yu Qi to the cake on the table. 

"I ask a chef to bake the cake for you." Feng Yue said. 

"Thank you. It is lovely." Yu Qi said. 

The family and friends were smiling. It seemed it had been planned for a long time for such a 

celebration. Even though it was not in a five-star hotel, but still, Yu Qi was very happy to be with her 

family and friends. 

"No wonder Auntie Su Xiao bring me out today." Yu Qi chuckled. 

"Hahaha... Your Auntie Ming Yue asked me to distract you and bring you out because they wanted to 

prepare for this." Su Xiao laughed as she explained the situation. 

"Everything was Long Hui's plan. He wanted to surprise you. We wanted to celebrate your birthday at 

the hotel but Long Hui told us that you did not like to waste money on such a thing. So, they decided to 

do it here. This garden was enough to hold the celebration." Ming Yue looked at Long Hui and Yu Qi. 

"Yu Qi, happy birthday and long time no see." Mei Lilli grabbed Yu Qi's hand. 

"Yeah... Happy birthday, dear." Yun Xiao wished Yu Qi. 

Long Hui looked at Yun Xiao. The word 'dear' caught his ear. He glared at Yun Xiao. 

Yun Xiao seemed to notice Long Hui's glance. He gulped. Yu Qi elbowed Long Hui. Long Hui looked in 

another direction. 

Mei Lilli and Ding Na An laughed. 

"Ha Ting and Pa Lim could not attend due to their job. But they ask us to give the present to you." Ding 

Na An said. 

"Pa Lim basically cried to me when she told me that she could not attend this party." Mei Lilli smiled. 

"How are they?" Yu Qi asked. 



"They are fine. I meet with them from time to time." Mei Lilli asked. 

Mei Lilli worked closer at both of them. So, they sometimes hang out together. Even though they were 

busy with their work but still they had time to hang out together and caught up with each other. 

"I hear your research published in the medical journey." Yun Xiao said. 

"Yeah. I hope that my research can help others too." Yu Qi nodded. 

Chapter 1342 1342: Long Hui's Revenge 

The party ended. The guest left. However, Feng Yue and Long Hui decided to stay. Also, Ding Na An 

stayed too. Tang Han Lee insisted. 

They were given different rooms. Tang Wei Jin arranged it. He smiled proudly at Long Hui. 

"Yu Qi, your brother wants to annoy Brother Hui." Feng Yue whispered to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi smiled. She sent an eye signal to Long Hui. Long Hui just narrowed his eyes. 

"I am talking to you but you are flirting with Brother Hui." Feng Yue commented. 

"Sorry... Sorry..." Yu Qi apologized. 

"Hmm... As for that matter, you need to sleep with me tonight." Feng Yue lifted her eyebrow. 

"Huh?" Yu Qi tilted her head. 

"Good... Little Sis, you have not seen her for a long time. You can share a lot of stories tonight." Tang Jin 

Wei said. 

Yu Qi was speechless. Feng Yue was laughing. Long Hui was frowning. 

"Let's go, Yu Qi. We are going to sleep together." Feng Yue pulled Yu Qi's hand. 

Tang Jin Wei smiled again at Long Hui. "Long Hui, can I will show you your room." 

Tang Han Lee and Tang Qin Hao looked at Tang Jin Wei like he was an idiot. They knew that Tang Jin Wei 

wanted to play with Long Hui. 

"I hope that he will not get hurt." Tang Han Lee sighed. 

"He should. That way, he will learn his lesson." Tang Qin Hao replied. 

... 

Yu Qi walked up for a morning jogging. When she was about to head out, someone called her name. She 

did not have to turn around to see the person. She knew the voice. It was Long Hui. 

"Morning jogging? Let's go together." Long Hui said. 

"Hmm...Let's go together." Yu Qi nodded. 

So, they went for the morning jogging. Today's morning jogging was a relaxing one. 



"Are you sleeping well?" Yu Qi asked. 

"No... You are in the house. But not in my arms." Long Hui answered sighing. 

"It is just one night. How many nights do you spend alone when you are in the military?" Yu Qi glanced 

at Long Hui. 

"It is different. That is unavoidable. But not this time." Long Hui argued. 

"Okay... Okay..." Yu Qi said. 

"It's okay... I already paid the culprit." Long Hui grinned. 

"What are you doing to Brother Jin Wei?" Yu Qi lifted her eyebrow. 

"Don't worry. I am not hurting him physically." Long Hui gave a bigger grin. 

At that time, Yu Qi could not think about anything. However, when the family were at the family 

breakfast, Tang Jin Wei was absent. 

"Where is Jin Wei? Is he not awake yet?" Tang Jung Wen asked. 

"He is still sleeping. I went to his room earlier. He was drunk. The smell is still there." Ming Yue told her 

husband. 

"Drunk? But I remembered he was okay last night after the party. How can he be drunk?" Tang Jung 

Wen asked in confusion. 

Yu Qi looked at Long Hui. This must be what Long Hui talking about. 

"I don't know. Maybe he started drinking again after the party." Ming Yue gestured that she also did not 

know about that. 

Tang Qin Hao and Tang Han Lee looked at each other. They recalled about the matter last night. Then 

they looked at Long Hui. They were wondering if Long Hui had related to this matter. 

But they did not care much. Maybe it was payback from Long Hui. They guessed it correctly. 

Long Hui was indeed involved in this. After Tang Jin Wei showed Long Hui the room, Long Hui invited 

Tang Jin Wei to drink with him. Of course, at first, Tang Jin Wei refused. 

But after being provoked by Long Hui, they started to drink together. It became a drinking competition. 

As the number of drinks increased, Tang  Jin Wei's sight became unstable. He started to see two Long 

Hui. 

However, Long Hui was drinking without worry. He did not seem to be drunk. Tang Jin Wei still did not 

give up. He kept drinking. 

Then, he became totally drunk. He started to talk nonsense with Long Hui. He even told the problem 

with his girlfriend. 

Long Hui just kept listening. Until Tang Jin Wei's head fell onto the table. They were drinking in the open 

space between the kitchen and dining room. 



Long Hui went to the kitchen. He saw someone. It was a maid who woke up hungry. She was about to 

eat but was startled when she saw Long Hui. 

Long Hui asked where Tang Jin Wei's room was. The maid showed the room to Long Hui while Long Hui 

carried... no ... He was dragging Tang Jin Wei. 

After that, he returned to his room. He knew that tonight, the Tang Family would put him into a 

separate room. He did not mind because he planned to go to Yu Qi's room later. But Feng Yue's 

presence ruined his chance. 

"Let him here. He will wake up when he feels hungry." Grandpa Tang replied. 

Grandpa Tang actually knew the reason why Tang Jin Wei was drunk in the first place. He happened to 

see Long Hui and Tang Jin Wei drinking last night. 

Grandpa Tang looked at Long Hui. Long Hui also looked at Grandpa Tang too. However, Long Hui just 

smiled. Long Hui already noticed Grandpa Tang's presence last night. 

'He is just like his grandfather. Smiling fox.' Grandpa Tang's eyes twitched. 

The breakfast went harmonious. 

Chapter 1343 1343: Master, I Think You Can Be An Actress 

Yu Qi went to Capital City to see the progress of the Nigeru Koen, the jungle theme park that she built 

earlier. Li Yan, the project engineer, called her to come. 

Since she also had another business at Capital City, she came. She came alone. Long Hui had another 

matter to do. 

The first thing she did after the flight touched down was going to Nigeru Koen first. Li Yan was waiting 

for her. She took a taxi. She was a little bit tired. So, she did not want to drive. 

While sitting on the back, Yu Qi closed her eyes, wanting to rest for a little bit. The distance was a little 

far since the location was in the jungle. However, while she was closing her eyes, the driver's eyes kept 

looking at Yu Qi through the back mirror. Yu Qi knew about that when Bo Ya told her. 

However, she did not panic. She asked Bo Ya to see whether it was the way to Nigeru Koen's path. Bo Ya 

immediately checked the map. He frowned. It was not the path that they should be. He told Yu Qi about 

that. 

Hearing about that, Yu Qi quickly opened her eyes. The driver who kept looking her was startled when 

seeing Yu Qi open her eyes like that. His driving was disturbed. He immediately reacted to keep driving 

straight. 

"Mister, what are you thinking, bringing me to a different place?" Yu Qi suddenly asked. 

The question shocked the taxi driver but he calmed down after a moment. 

"Miss, what are you saying? I am not bringing you anywhere but the place that you want to go." The taxi 

driver smiled. 



"Are you sure you want to do this?" Yu Qi asked again. 

"Miss, I will drive you to the place that you want to go." The taxi driver smiled. 

Seeing the taxi driver look so confident, Yu Qi's eyes narrowed. She checked her phone. As she thought, 

the phone did not have a coverage signal. She could not make a call. 

"I see... Then, thank you." Yu Qi did not panic at all. 

Yu Qi wanted to see what plan that this taxi driver had. She closed her eyes back. 

The taxi driver widely smiled when seeing the girl believe in him. 'I am sorry, girl. You will be in the good 

place.' 

After a hour driving, the car stopped. 

"Miss, we arrived." The taxi driver said. 

Yu Qi opened her eyes and looked outside. She was surprised to see a building. The taxi driver told her 

to come out. Yu Qi looked around. They were in the middle of the jungle. The location was well hidden. 

"Jiang Wo, you bring another one. Good. She is beautiful." 

Two men walked to the taxi driver's side and one of them patted his shoulder. 

"You become very good these days." Another man nodded. 

"Of course, girls nowadays are easy to trick." The taxi driver said. 

They talked like Yu Qi was not there. The two men turned to Yu Qi and smiled. 

"Welcome Miss. Here will be your place to stay for a while before you will be sending to a better place." 

One of the men said. 

"Don't worry. I bet you will like it later." Another man smiled. 

Yu Qi was interested to see the place. 

'Master, I think you better show some fears. Otherwise, they would feel weird seeing you so calm.' Aoi 

suggested. 

'How do you know about that?' Yu Qi asked. 

'Well, we watched some drama with the maids. When the kidnapping scene occur, the people who 

being kidnapped were panicked. It is a best way to react in that situation.' Aoi said. 

Hearing her contract beast watch drama with the maids made she wanted to laugh. It was better to do 

what Aoi suggested. Otherwise these men would feel weird. 

"What are you try to do?" Yu Qi showed some fear. She stepped back. 

"Miss, I suggest you listen to our order. You can not run away. It is our place." The man said proudly. 

'Master, I think you can be an actress.' Aoi praised Yu Qi. 



Yu Qi was speechless at the moment hearing Aoi praise her. 

The men wanted to hold Yu Qi but she rejected. 

"I will walk myself." Yu Qi said. She would not let anyone like them touching her. 

"Good. Follow us." The man said. 

"Have a nice life, miss." The taxi driver had time to say that to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi turned and gave a look at the taxi driver. "I will remember your face." 

The taxi driver startled. Then he calmed down. The girl would not get away from this. 

"Before that, we need to tie your hands." The man said and threatened Yu Qi. "You better cooperate 

with us if you don't want to get hurt." 

Yu Qi made a scared face after listening to the threat. The man tied Yu Qi's hands. They walked inside 

the building. They even have a basement. When they opened the basement door, she heard the 

woman's cry... No... not a woman but women's cry.  She saw a lot of women in the basement. 

"This is your new friend. Go in." The man said. 

Yu Qi did not plan to resist. So, she entered the room. The men closed the door. There was only one 

light in the basement room. It was not enough to cover the room. 

Chapter 1344 1344: Acting Scared 

Yu Qi sat anywhere that available. She still could hear the cry. She looked around. 

"You are probably being caught today." A woman said. 

Yu Qi turned to see the woman who being talked to her. It was a sexy woman. 

"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. 

"I see. I have been here for about one week. It is so depressing." The sexy woman sighed. 

"Where is this?" Yu Qi asked. 

"I don't know. I am first person that being here. Then another one came until it was this many." The sexy 

woman sighed. 

"You must be brought here by a taxi." The sexy woman guessed. 

"Yeah. It is the truth. How do you know that?" Yu Qi asked again. 

"All of them were experienced the same thing." The sexy woman pointed at the women. 

"I see." Yu Qi nodded. 

It seemed their modus operation was to kidnap the woman by tricking them to enter the taxi and 

brought the woman here. The woman did not know that they were being tricked until they realized. 

When the time occurred, they could not do anything including calling someone because the place did 

not have coverage signal to make a phone call. 



Yu Qi sighed. 

"You seem calm." The sexy woman looked at Yu Qi. 

"Calm? I am shaking." Yu Qi said as she held her hands tightly. 

"Where do you heading before?" The sexy woman asked. 

"I have a meeting with my friend. He must be worried." Yu Qi sighed. 

"How about your family?" 

"They are not here. I am from Shiwa Town. Coming here because of work." 

"Your family might be worried about you." 

"What do you think they would do to us?" 

"I don't know." 

"Are they going to sell us or taking our organs to sell?" Yu Qi started asking in panic. 

"I don't know." The sexy woman shook her head. 

Aoi in another hand was laughing to see his master acted 'scared'. His master was awesome. 

Then someone opened the door. 

"Here is your food. Just eat." The man put the food on the floor. 

Some of the women rushed to the food without care about nothing. They were hungry. Having a meal 

per day, not to mention one bread was not enough to feel full. Because of that, they were arguing about 

the bread. 

Some of them did not care about eating. They were just watching other fighting about the food. 

The sexy woman who being talked to Yu Qi also managed to snatch a bread. She returned to Yu Qi's 

side. 

"Do you want some?" The sexy woman offered half of the bread. 

"No, thank." Yu Qi shool her head. 

"You should eat some. You might get hungry later." The sexy woman said. 

"It's okay." Yu Qi rejected again. 

"They fought for a food because they stayed here longer. In order to survive, they need to eat. Those 

who just sit in silent are the new ones here. Like you." The sexy woman explained while pointing to 

different women. 

The reason why Yu Qi rejected the food not because she was not hungry but something else. The food 

was drugged. Something had been added into the food. Yu Qi's nose could smell that. Everyone did not 

know about that. 



It seemed those reactions were not because of they were hungry but they were addictive to the drug in 

the food. How terrible these people were. Making these girls addictive to drug. 

Li Yan must be wondering why Yu Qi still not here. In fact, Li Yan called Yu Qi several times. But Yu Qi did 

not answering his call. 

Yu Qi sent him a message saying she would be at Nigeru Koen within two hours. However, after waiting 

for 3 hours, Yu Qi still not arrive. He wondered what happened to her. 

It must be something happened to Yu Qi. He knew Yu Qi's character. She was a person who appreciate 

the time. If she said one o'clock, she would be at one o'clock sharp. 

He could not file a missing report since Yu Qi was just missing for a few hours. 

The basement was very cold. The men gave a blanket to each of the girls. 

The next day, Yu Qi opened her eyes. She was sleeping but Bo Ya was helping her to watch out while she 

was sleeping. When she waking up, she saw a girl seemed weird. She approached the girl. The girl 

apparently was very young. Probably a teenager. 

She touched her forehead. This girl was having a high fever. In this rate, the temperature would burn her 

brain. She knocked the door loudly. Everyone was shocked. 

"What happened?" The sexy woman asked. 

"That girl is having a fever. It is so hot. She needs treatment." Yu Qi said. 

"What?'' The sexy woman looked at the girl. 

The sexy woman pushed the button beside the door. 

"What is that?" Yu Qi asked. 

"It is a emergency button. The men told me to click on the button for emergency." The sexy woman 

explained. 

After five minutes, the men closed the basement door. 

"What is it?" The man asked in angry. It seemed he was just waking up from his sleep and he was still 

sleepy. 

"The girl is having a fever. She needs treatment." The sexy woman said. 

"What? Fever? Wait a second. I will call someone." The man closed the basement door. 

It seemed the men were worried when the women were sick. It was probably because they were their 

merchandise. 

Chapter 1345 1345: Take Shino And Aoi Out 

The man came back with the other two men. Two of them took the girl out. One of them was watching 

the situation. It seemed he was their superior. 



If Yu Qi wanted to escape from this room, it would be easy for her. The basement door was not strong 

enough to stop her. But she was thinking about the girls here. 

And if she attacked the men right now, they would have a lot of hostages to threaten her. It would be 

dangerous for her and also the girls. 

The basement door was being closed again. Yu Qi was thinking about how to save the girls. In the 

afternoon, the men showed up again. This time, they told the girls to go out. 

Yu Qi and the girls followed their orders. When the sexy woman wanted to get out too, her hand had 

been pulled by the man. 

"You will stay here." The man said. 

"What? Why?" The sexy woman asked. 

"Because you will be serving us." The man grinned lewdly when looking up and down at the sexy 

woman's body. 

Yu Qi glanced at them. She narrowed her eyes. However, she had been pushed to walk leaving the sexy 

woman alone. 

The men told them to wash up. They threatened the girls that if they did not wash their bodies, they 

would be killed. 

Hearing they would be killed, the girls started to wash up. However, when Yu Qi entered the bathroom, 

she disappeared into her space, taking Aoi and Shino out. 

Aoi immediately turned on his invisible mode. Shino did not need that. He just hid somewhere that 

humans could not see him since he was so much. 

'Go and collect some information.' Yu Qi gave an order to Aoi and Shino. 

'Yes, Master.' Both of them answered and left her. 

Yu Qi finished washing. The man tied up her hand again. She did not fight and obeyed. 

'Master, I got something.' Shino started to talk. 

'What is it?' Yu Qi asked. 

'It seems the sexy woman who talked to you earlier is part of the gang.' Shino stated. 

'So, my assumption is correct. Lend me your eyes.' Yu Qi snorted. 

'Sure.' Shino agreed. 

Yu Qi looked at the situation through Shino's eyes. 

"Do you get the information from the new girls?" A man asked. 

Yu Qi assumed he was the leader of this gang. He looked riched wearing a suit. 



"Nothing to be worried about. She is just a bumpkin who comes here for work. She is from Shiwa Town." 

The sexy woman looked at her fingernail. 

"Hmm... I see..." The man nodded. 

"But I admit she is a little beauty. I am holding back my thought for not stretching her face." The sexy 

woman rolled her eyes. Then she smiled. "I think if we keep her and use her as a prostitute, what do you 

think?" 

"Mina, you should know that we will not keep the merchandise. It would be dangerous to our business." 

The man said. 

"Okay... okay... I understand." The sexy woman said waving her hand. 

'Master... I am angry..." Shino was angry listening to the conversation. How dare they thought about his 

master like that? These humans needed to be killed. 

'Shino, don't worry. We will get the payback.' Yu Qi's eyes flashed ruthlessness. 

Then, Aoi also started to talk about what he had seen. 

'Master... Master... A lot of people are coming.' Aoi said. 

'A lot of people?' Yu Qi was confused. 'Can you descript them?' 

'Hmm... they were wearing a suit and dresses. They are also wearing masks. I could not see their true 

face." Bo Ya explained. 

'Mask, suit, and dress?'' Yu Qi gave a thought. She needed some details. 'Do they enter the hall that has 

seats and a stage?' 

'Yes, Master.' Bo Ya said. Then, he was started. 'Wait... I smell a familiar breath.' 

'Familiar breath?' Yu Qi tilted her head. 

'That man... That man is here.' Bo Ya shouted. 

'What man?' Yu Qi asked. 

'Master's man.' Bo Ya and Shino answered. 

'Huh? Are you sure?' Yu Qi asked in shock. 

'Of course, I am sure. I don't forget that man's breath.' Aoi said. 

It was a breath that he hate. The man who robbed his master. 

'What is he doing here?' Yu Qi was thinking. 

'Master, I find him. He is wearing the same as everyone here.' Bo Ya said. He looked at Long Hui right 

now. 

'Bo Ya, can you check the surrounding of this building in a range of 1 km?' Yu Qi thought of something. 

'Okay, Master.' Bo Ya quickly left the place. 



'Shino, I want to check on someone. Go and find the girl who had a fever earlier.' Yu Qi said. 

'Okay...' Shino went to find the girl. 

It was not long until he found the girl. Shino projected the situation through his eyes to Yu Qi. The girl 

was together with three men. One of them wearing a white coat. Yu Qi assumed he was a doctor. 

"Is she going to be okay?" One of the men asked. 

"This girl has a weak body. She easily falls sick. Not having enough rest and food makes her sick like 

this." The doctor said. 

"So, she can't be presented in front of everyone tonight." The man sighed. 

"Yeah. The audience will not like to buy sick merchandise." Another man said. 

"So, we need to keep this one first. Nurse her until she gets better." The man ordered the doctor. 

"Okay... Okay... I know it." The doctor replied. 

Chapter 1346 1346: Deliberately Followed The Kidnappers 

When Yu Qi watched this, she could assume that the girl would be safe for the time being. Yu Qi asked 

Shino to return to her side. 

The men came and gave some dresses to the girls. They told the girls to put the clothes on. The event 

was about to begin. 

'Master, as you thought. There are a lot of soldiers surrounding the area. They are fully armed.' Aoi 

looked at the soldiers. 

So, Yu Qi's assumption was correct. Long Hui was currently on this mission. And she was accidentally in 

this situation. 

'Okay... You come back here. Help me to monitor that sexy woman and the man. If I am not mistaken, 

they are the ringleader.' Yu Qi gave another order to Aoi. 

Yu Qi did not see the sexy woman and the man. They must be somewhere else watching the auction. 

She did not want them to run away. This pair needed to be caught. 

'Yes, master.' Aoi left the place. 

In the hall, Long Hui was together with Ren Qian Yi. 

"Second Brother, it seems a lot of people here. It is a good thing we bring our people as many as 

possible." Ren Qian Yi looked around. "Look over there, he is from K Country's ambassador. Oh, beside 

him is Mr. Wang from the education minister." 

Long Hui narrowed his eyes. As he scanned the surroundings, he could see a lot of bigshots here. These 

people needed to be caught. 

"Ladies and gentlemen, our auction would be started. Tonight, we have a lot of merchandise. You will 

like this." A man started the event. 



A girl, she could be assumed as a teenager, was being pulled. Her hands were being tied. She opened 

her eyes and saw a lot of people wearing masks in front of her. 

She became panicked and fell down. When she fell down, her dress turned up, showing her white legs. 

"No... No... I want to go home." The girl cried. 

Seeing this, the audience became excited. 

"This is our first merchandise. A teenager. You can shape her into what you want. The starting price is 

one thousand dollars." The man said. 

As soon as the man finished his words, a man from the audience side lifted his stick. "Two thousand 

dollars." 

The auction started. 

"Three thousand dollars" 

"Five thousand dollars." 

Ren Qian Yi gritted his teeth. They really auctioned human lives here. Seeing the reaction from the girl, it 

could be concluded that she had been kidnapped. They wondered how many girls they had this time. 

Because he knew that this was not their first time doing such an auction. 

"Second Brother, we should call them right away." Ren Qian Yi whispered. 

"Yeah." Long Hui clicked his right cufflinks. 

It would signal their people to come and surround the building. The price was still going up. Now, it was 

up to fifteen thousand dollars. 

"Fifteen thousand dollars once... Fifteen Thousand dollars twice... Fifteen thousand dollars thrice... This 

girl is sold to the gentlemen for fifteen thousand dollars. Mister, congratulation." The man on the stage 

was happy. 

The girl had been pulled to the back. Then another girl had been pulled onto the stage. She did not resist 

like the first one. She looked at the audience blankly. 

"This is the second one. The starting price is still one thousand dollars." The man on the stage 

announced. 

The audience started auctioning the girl. The price quickly raised up to ten thousand dollars. 

Backstage, the men were keeping their eyes on the girls so that they would not run away. Yu Qi used her 

eyes power to see beyond the wall. It was her first time using her eyes in this kind of situation. She 

wanted to see whether she could find Long Hui. As Aoi said earlier, Long Hui was indeed among the 

audience. 

'Shino, you need to go to Brother Hui and tell him my situation. It will be my turn later. I don't want his 

anger to explode and reveal his identity. His mission will be ruined. Tell him that I am okay and calm 

down.' Yu Qi told Shino. 



'Okay, Master. I will go to Master's fiancee's side.' Shino jumped out and rushed away. 

Five minutes later, Shino was already at Long Hui's side. Long Hui felt that something was crawling up 

onto his leg. He looked over and saw Shino. His eyes opened wide. 

If he did not mistake, this creature was his beloved Qi Qi's pet. He just let him crawl up. Shino was up on 

his shoulder. 

"Master's fiancee, it is Shino. Master is here too. She asks me to tell you to calm down when you see her 

on the stage later. Don't let your anger explode and reveal your identity. Please think about the mission. 

Please don't worry about her. Nothing would happen to her." Shino whispered to Long Hui's ear. 

Long Hui was shocked. He did not expect to see his beloved Qi Qi later. It meant she was also being 

kidnapped. She could just run but she did not. Meaning she deliberately followed the kidnappers here. 

He forced himself to calm down. 

Long Hui nodded. Shino got this as Long Hui understood. 

"I will return to my master first," Shino said and jumped down. 

Ren Qian Yi could feel Long Hui's aura changing. He looked at Long Hui. 

"Second Brother, what's the matter?" Ren Qian Yi asked. 

"How long they will surround the building?" Long Hui asked back. 

Chapter 1347 1347: Hate Her On The First Sight 

"They probably arrive in 10 minutes." Ren Qian Yi answered. 

Ren Qian Yi noticed the change in Long Hui's aura. The aura that he was familiar with. The aura showed 

Long Hui was in anger. A wave of deep anger. He wondered why this happened. 

At the same time, the auction continued. The man brought out another girl. Ren Qian Yi managed to see 

the girl. He was shocked. 

"Second Sister In Law?" Ren Qian Yi turned to Long Hui. 

Long Hui looked like a beast that suppressed his rage. No wonder Long Hui changed. But how did Long 

Hui know that his fiancee was here? 

Then they heard someone talking. 

"Hey, does this girl look like Tang Yu Qi?" 

"Who?" 

"That Tang Yu Qi from Tang Family. Long Hui's fiancee." 

"No way. How come she here? Stop saying a weird thing." 

"Yeah. I guess so." 

Ren Qian Yi gulped. 'That is her. Long Hui's fiancee.' 



Long Hui looked at his fiancee. He was relieved that Yu Qi looked fine. She did not hurt or anything. 

Then, he got the vibration from his cufflink. Meaning his people already surrounded the building.  He 

gave permission to his people to ambush the hall. 

One by one soldier with the MK17 mod 1 entered the hall. They aimed the weapon at everyone. 

Everyone noticed it and shouted. 

"What!!!" 

"No!!!!" 

"Don't shoot me." 

The man on the stage panicked and rushed over to leave the stage. At the same time, Yu Qi released 

herself from the rope with Shino's help. 

She rushed over to somewhere else. Just now, when the soldiers came in, the sexy woman and the man 

who was watched by Aoi began to escape. 

Yu Qi would not let them escape.  The soldiers might surround the building but maybe the evil group 

had another secret path that allowed them to escape from being caught by the soldiers. 

Yu Qi's assumption was correct. They had a secret path. They did not realize that something was 

following them. 

Long Hui frowned as he saw his beloved Qi Qi run in a different way. Since Yu Qi sent Shino to inform 

him, meaning she already knew that he was there. Then why did she run off somewhere? He wanted to 

follow her. 

"Qian Yi, take care of the thing here." Long Hui gave the order before leaving. 

Ren Qian Yi understood. 

Yu Qi ran to the given direction by Aoi. It was a secret tunnel. It led people to the outside 1 km from the 

building. The sexy woman and man were relieved when they got out of the tunnel. 

"What just happen?" The sexy woman asked. 

"I don't know. The soldiers suddenly barged in." The man shook his head. 

"My money." The sexy woman cried. 

Then they heard someone had opened the door of the tunnel. 

"It should be our men." The man said. 

"Are you sure about that?" The sexy woman asked. 

"Of course. A stranger would not know how to find the secret tunnel." The man said. 

He was proud of this trick. He really assured other than him and his men, no one would not know how to 

find the secret tunnel. 



However, he did not know that Aoi was watching him open the secret tunnel. Aoi gave the information 

to Yu Qi. Yeah. The one who was about to open the door was Yu Qi. 

When the sexy woman and the man saw Yu Qi come out of the secret tunnel,  they were surprised. 

"What? You? How do you...." The man pointed to Yu Qi. 

"It is you." The sexy woman looked at Yu Qi. "You are supposed to be at the hall. How come you are 

here?" 

"I have my way." Yu Qi snorted. 

"When I saw you for the first time, I really hate you." The sexy woman pointed her finger at Yu Qi.  Her 

eyes were full of hate. 

"I know. It seems you are jealous of my beauty." Yu Qi flicked her hair proudly. 

Seeing this made the sexy woman more irritated. She turned to the man. 

"Gou Wei, capture this woman. Since she rushes to her death, we should help her." The sexy man said 

to the man. 

The man nodded. She was just a weak woman. The man approached Yu Qi. He never thought that he 

would be kicked so hard. 

The man's body went flying and stopped by the tree. He vomited some blood. 

Yu Qi's body was being pulled into someone's arms. Yu Qi did not resist since she knew the person. 

"You really know how to make myself surprised." Long Hui sighed. 

"It is not my fault. I am accidently being kidnapped by this gang." Yu Qi pouted. 

Long Hui was relieved when his beloved Qi Qi was fine. 

The sexy woman looked at the couple. She was so jealous seeing the couple hugging each other. Not to 

mention, the man was very handsome.  She also wanted to be in the handsome man's arms like that. 

The man who was kicked, coughed. Hearing that, the sexy woman snapped out of her fantasy. She 

needed to escape from here. She could not be caught by anyone. 

Her partner was also in such a situation. He could not help her anymore. It was better to leave him here. 

She would not bring a burden. It would make it hard to escape. 

So, she made the decision to escape now since the couple was still in their world. 

Chapter 1348 1348: Soft Looking Girl? 

However, her back had been struck. It was so painful making her kneel on the ground. She turned and 

saw the legs in front of her. She lifted up her face to see the person. 

"I am sorry. I will not let you go." Yu Qi smiled. 

"You bitch. I will kill you." The sexy woman wanted to hit Yu Qi. 



Yu Qi avoided the hit easily. She took out the pill and threw it into the sexy woman's mouth. The sexy 

woman coughed several times when something entered her throat. 

"What do you give to me?" The sexy woman touched her throat while asking. 

"Yeah. You will know in 5 seconds. Four, three, two, one..." Yu Qi counted down. 

Then the sexy woman started to scream. Her body felt terrible. The pain was so intense. It was like her 

body was in the fire. 

"Ahhhhhh!!!!! Nooooo!!!!!! Ahhhhhh.!!!!" The sexy woman screamed loudly. 

Her face became red and she was sweating a lot. She cried while screaming. 

"Nooo..!! Ahhhhh!!!! Please..... No.... Please .... Make it .... stop.... I beg you...." The sexy woman begged 

Yu Qi. 

She could not hold anymore. She decided to end her life by biting her tongue. Suddenly the pain 

stopped. She was curious. The pain that made her think about death had disappeared. 

"How is it?" Yu Qi asked while smiling. 

"You.... what?" The sexy woman began to fear Yu Qi. 

"Oh, that is the poison that I accidentally create. I really don't know the effect though since I have no 

one to test it. You should be lucky to experience it." Yu Qi explained. 

The sexy woman looked at Yu Qi in horror. She never thought a soft-looking girl like Yu Qi would create 

something sinister like that. She felt that Yu Qi was a devil in the angel's mask. 

"Don't look at me like that." Yu Qi stopped smiling. She glared at the sexy woman. "You should 

remember what you did to the girls. Kidnap them and sell them. Do you think you are a good person?" 

The sexy woman moved backwards. She did not want to be near Yu Qi. She did not want Yu Qi to give 

her a weird pill again. 

Then, they heard footsteps approaching them. Yu Qi became alert. 

"Don't worry. They are my men." Long Hui said. 

"Oh... I see." Yu Qi calmed down. 

The soldiers arrived at the place. They saw their leader with a woman. Well, he held the woman in his 

arms. 

Long Hui was known as a man who hate women unless it was his family and fiancee. It must be her 

fiancee. But why was she here? 

They saluted Long Hui. Long Hui nodded. 

"Catch her and him. I think they are the leader of this gang." Long Hui pointed to a sexy man, who was 

on the ground and a man who was 10 meters from their place. 



The soldiers pulled the sexy woman's hand to make her stand up. The sexy woman suddenly grabbed 

the soldier's hand. The soldiers were startled. 

"I will go with you. But please, don't let that woman near me... Please... I beg you." The sexy woman 

pleaded with the soldiers while pointing at Yu Qi. 

The soldiers were confused. They looked confused. They glanced at Long Hui. Long Hui waved his hand. 

"Please..." The sexy woman still begged. 

"Stand up and walk then." The soldier ordered. 

"Okay...." The sexy woman stood up. 

The soldiers wondered why the sexy woman felt scared of an angel-looking woman. What did their 

leader's fiance do to make the sexy woman fear her like that? 

The injured man was also being picked up by the soldier. 

"Let's go back to the venue." Long Hui said. 

"Okay." Yu Qi nodded. 

They walked through the secret tunnel again. The soldier was controlling the situation. 

"Second Brother, second Sister in law." Ren Qian Yi came. 

"How is the situation?" Long Hui asked. 

"Everything is under control." Ren Qian Yi reported. 

Some of them wanted to escape the hall but after being pointed by the gun to their heads, they behaved 

themselves. 

"Hmmm.... Why are you here, Second Sister In law?" Ren Qian Yi could not resist anymore. So, he asked 

directly. 

"Well, I am being kidnapped and brought to this place. I stay about 2 days. I took a taxi. The taxi driver 

was their partner." Yu Qi explained. She clapped her hands. "Oh, I will give the description about the 

man. Make sure to catch him too." 

"Okay... we will catch him. So, it is a coincidence that you are here?" Ren Qian Yi asked. 

"Of course. Do you think I want to be kidnapped like this?" Yu Qi rolled her eyes. 

Ren Qian Yi just grinned. "I thought you make plans with Second Brother." 

"I don't know that he is here." Yu Qi glanced at Long Hui. 

"But how does Second Brother know about you earlier?" Ren Qian Yi was confused about that. 

Ren Qian Yi remembered that his Second Brother's aura changed a few moments before Second Sister In 

Law appeared on the stage. So, he assumed that his second brother knew about that. 



"Well, before my turn, I make some signal. Brother Hui caught my signal. That is how Brother Hui knew 

about my existence earlier." Yu Qi made up a lie. 

Long Hui glanced at Yu Qi. She glanced at him back. Of course, she would make a lie. How could she told 

that she asked her ferret to tell Long Hui about that? 

Chapter 1349 1349: Filed A Report 

Li Yan sighed when he still did not receive any news about Yu Qi. Two days ago, he waited for Yu Qi to 

meet him at Nigeru Koen. He received the message telling him that she just landed and would be 

heading to the destination. 

He just replied okay and did his work. However, after a long time, Yu Qi still not arrive. He tried to call 

her but she did not answer. 

Then, after waiting for a little more, Li Yan decided to call Su Yu Hi. When Yu Qi was too busy with her 

other work, he used to consult Su Yu Hi. 

"What? She is still not arriving? It is impossible. She should arrive by now." Su Yu Hi told Li Yan by phone. 

"But she is not here yet." Li Yan stated. 

"Okay... I will try to call her." Su Yu Hi said. 

So, Li Yan just could wait for Su Yu Hi's news. 

Su Yu Hi called Yu Qi's phone several times but still, but Yu Qi did not answer the call. He became 

worried. It became more visible even Song Su Jin who was with him at that moment noticed it. 

Song Su Jin asked what made him like that. Su Yu Hi did not hide anything from Song Su Jin. He told her 

everything. 

Hearing that, Song Su Jin also became worried for Yu Qi. She remembered reading news about a lot of 

young and beautiful women went missing for the past months. She told Su Yu Hi to go and report to the 

police. 

After thinking for a while, Su Yu Hi decided to follow Song Su Jin's advice. They went to the police station 

together and filed a missing person report. 

The police told them they would be investigated for this report. Coincidently, the leader of this police 

station just walked into the police station at that time and heard about the news. 

He was curious and decided to take a look at the case. His eyes were wide open when he read the name. 

The missing person was Tang Yu Qi. He was not unfamiliar with the name. He once was invited to the 

party held by the president himself. 

At that party, he did see Tang Yu Qi. She was so close to President Hai's wife. Not to mention, she was 

beautiful. So, he remembered her quite well. 

And now, she was being reported as a missing person. She needed to be found quickly. He immediately 

ordered his subordinates to do the investigation. 



... 

The kidnapping victims had been brought to the hospital for check-ups. Even though they were not 

physically injured but they still needed to be checked to make sure they were okay. 

They would be taken care of by the hospital. If there was no problem, their family would be contacted 

and the victims would be returned to their loved ones. 

As for the people who attended the auction, they had been brought to the military base along with the 

organizers. Those people wanted to be released immediately. But the military ignored them. 

Binhai Nation's law did not allow anything involving human trafficking. So, everyone who involved in 

that crime would be punished harshly. It did not matter whether they were sellers or buyers. Human 

trafficking was a heavy crime in Binhai Nation. 

Yu Qi just finished cleaning and suddenly remembered about Li Yan. Li Yan must be looking for her like 

crazy now. She did not have her phone because the kidnappers took it for her before sending her to the 

basement room. 

So, she wanted to borrow Long Hui's phone. As for Li Yan's number, she did not worry about that 

because she remembered it. 

After changing her clothes, she went to find Long Hui. After asking several soldiers, she had information 

that Long Hui had a meeting with others high-ranking soldiers. 

She decided to wait outside. One hour later, it seemed the meeting was finally over. Yu Qi could hear 

people standing up from their chairs. 

"Second Sister in law, what are you doing here?" Ren Qian Yi was surprised to see Yu Qi here. 

Several soldiers who just came out of the room also looked at Yu Qi. They also knew that Colonel Long's 

fiancee also had been kidnapped by the same gang that they caught. 

"Hmm... I am waiting for Brother Hui." Yu Qi answered. 

"Qi Qi?" Long Hui just got out of the room. "What are you doing here? You should rest." 

"Brother Hui, I want to borrow your phone. I want to make a call to Mr. Li. He must be worried right now 

without hearing from me for these two days." Yu Qi stated her purpose. 

"Mr. Li?" Long Hui noticed it was a man's name. Why did his fiancee need to get in touch with a man like 

that? 

"Yeah. He is the person that I should meet two days ago. He is the project engineer." Yu Qi explained. 

"Oh, that one." Long Hui remembered that man. 

"Those people took my phone so, I could not use mine. So, can I borrow yours?" Yu Qi asked again. 

"Sure... Sure..." Long Hui took out his phone and gave it to Yu Qi. 

"Thank you." Yu Qi said. 



She quickly clicked Li Yan's number. 

"You remember his number?" Long Hui slightly frowned. 

"I remember everyone's number. You know about my photographic memory." Yu Qi did not notice Long 

Hui's expression. 

Chapter 1350 1350: Relieved 

"Oh..." Long Hui said. 

Ren Qian Yi and other soldiers who kept watching Long Hui and Yu Qi's interaction jumped in scared 

when Long Hui suddenly turned his attention to them. 

"Why are you still here?" Long Hui narrowed his eyes. 

"We will leave now." 

The soldiers immediately left including Ren Qian Yi. They still wanted to stay and watch but since the 

devil had been asked, it was better to leave now. Otherwise, something else might happen to them. 

The call had been answered. 

"Yes... Who is this?" Li Yan answered the call. Of course, he did not know who this person was since he 

did not have Long Hui's contact number. 

"Mr. Li, this is Tang Yu Qi... I am sorry...." Yu Qi just managed to apologize and was about to explain 

everything. 

"Miss Tang, is it true? It is really you? Thank goodness you are safe. We are worried sick." Li Yan who sat 

down stood up immediately. "Miss Tang, where are you right now? Can we meet right now?" 

"I am okay right now. Yes. We can meet. But let's meet in the city." Yu Qi said. 

"Okay... Okay...." Li Yan was relieved to get the call from Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi looked at Long Hui while asking in a whisper. "How many hours to get to the Capital City from 

here?" 

"Two hours." Long Hui answered. 

"Let's meet in three hours." Yu Qi suggested. 

"Sure. You can come to my office." Li Yan said. 

The call ended. 

"You arrange a meeting with a guy in front of me." Long Hui narrowed. 

"Yeah. Arrange a meeting but not a date." Yu Qi responded. 

That made Long Hui cough. 



"I have a meeting with this man two days ago but I did not show. So, the first thing I should do to 

apologize to him and want to explain the reason why I could not go to the meeting two days ago." Yu Qi 

explained to Long Hui. 

"I know... I know... I am just...." Long Hui stretched his cheek. 

"I am just jealous knowing you are going to meet with a guy." Yu Qi continued to finish Long Hui's 

sentence. 

Long Hui coughed several times. He knew that Yu Qi teased him. He could not retort because it was true 

that he was jealous. 

"Do you have any work to do later?" Yu Qi asked. 

"No." Long Hui shook his head. 

"Then, accompany me, please." Yu Qi made a cute face. 

Long Hui immediately agreed. He wanted to kiss Yu Qi but a phone call stopped his action. They looked 

at the call. It stated 'unknown number' on the screen. 

Long Hui took the phone from Yu Qi's hand and answered the call. 

"Hello. Who is this?" Long Hui asked directly. 

"What? Who are you?" The caller asked back. 

Long Hui was confused. This caller called his number and asked who he was. 

Yu Qi seemed to know the caller's voice. She took the phone from Long Hui. 

"Brother Yu Hi?" Yu Qi wanted to make sure. 

"Yu Qi? This is Yu Qi, right? Yes... Yes..." Su Yu Hi became excited to hear the voice that he wanted to 

hear. He began to throw a series of questions at Yu Qi. "Where are you right now? Are you okay? Are 

you safe? Who is the man earlier?" 

"Don't worry. I am currently safe. The man is my fiancee. I thought you know this number since you call 

this number. How do you get this number, then?" Yu Qi asked. 

"From Mr. Li. Two days ago, I got a call from Mr. Li telling me that you did not arrive at your destination. 

We tried to call you many times but still did not get through. So, I decided to go and make a missing 

person report at the police station. But I haven't heard from them. Just now, Mr. Li call me and inform 

me that you call him through this number. So, is this your fiancee's number?" Su Yu Hi explained and 

asked back. 

"Yeah. I will meet with Mr. Li within two hours later at his office at Capital City." Yu Qi said. 

"I will meet you there too." Su Yu Hi decided it himself. He wanted to meet with Yu Qi face to face. His 

fiancee also was worried sick about Yu Qi. 

"Okay... Okay... Meet you there." Yu Qi agreed. 



The call ended. Yu Qi looked at Long Hui. 

"Do you have anything to do right now?" Yu Qi asked. 

"No." The short answer was given by Long Hui. 

"Are you sure? Do you have to report about the mission to your superiors?" Yu Qi asked back. 

"I have. Earlier in the meeting. We have a video conference." Long Hui did not lie. "Other works would 

be handled by Qian Yi." 

Long Hui threw the work to Ren Qian Yi. If Ren Qian Yi knew about this, he might be shouting right now. 

So, the couple walked to the car. Long Hui drove Yu Qi to the destination. Yu Qi was relieved that she did 

not store her bank cards in her purse. Just some cash and an identity card. 

Her debit card and credit card, all of them were safe in her space. Otherwise, she needed to cancel 

everything and redo them later. It would be a hassle. 

Long Hui asked about the two days' experience while she was being kidnapped. Yu Qi told Long Hui. Of 

course, Long Hui was angry about that. He was thinking to give a harsh punishment to those bastards. 

 


